Dynamic effects of mutations within two loops of cytochrome c551 from Pseudomonas aeruginosa.
In this work, we investigated the structural and dynamic consequences of two substitutions, P58A and G36P, located in two different solvent-exposed loops of cytochrome c551. The results show that both mutations affect regions that are distant from the site of mutation. Here, the two loops appear to be dynamically coupled to each other, because the substitution at one site affects the structure and the dynamics of the other site. However, the substitutions at Gly-36 and Pro-58 presented substantial differences, which were related to the mechanical (rigidity and deformability) properties of the site surrounding the mutation. Although the P58A mutant conserved a significant dynamic similarity to the wild-type protein as the immediate surroundings of position 58 became more rigid, the G36P mutant, which had deformed its flexible surroundings, presented a dynamic behavior that was markedly different from that of the wild-type protein. These results suggest that perturbation of sterically isolated and flexible regions, such as solvent-exposed loops, can have strong dynamic consequences on the protein as a whole, raising the possibility that these effects could in turn affect the stability or the function of the protein.